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Abstract We applied the coda-derived source spectrum method of Mayeda et al.
(2003) to earthquakes in and around the Korean peninsula. After empirical calibra-
tions, we derived source spectra of the earthquakes. From the coda-derived spectra, we
estimated valuable source parameters such as the seismic moment, corner frequency,
and radiated energy for small events withMw <3:5. We derived simple linear relation-
ships between the coda spectral amplitudes and local magnitudes reported from the
Korea Meteorological Administration and Korea Institute of Geoscience and Mineral
Resources. These relationships can be used to estimate stable local magnitudes for
future earthquakes using a small number of stations. To investigate whether the earth-
quakes occurring in this region obey self-similarity, we examined the scaling relation-
ships between dynamic and static source parameters, such as the corner frequency,
radiated energy, and scaled energy versus seismic moment. The scaling relationship
between the corner frequency and seismic moment showed clear nonself-similarity
with a scaling parameter of 0.54; this value is more or less consistent with previous
results for different regions. Scaling relations of radiated energy and scaled energy
versus the seismic moment also show size-dependent behavior that cannot be
explained by self-similarity; this result implies that the rupture dynamics of small
and large earthquakes are different in this region. Our observation provides further
evidence supporting the nonself-similarity of earthquakes.

Introduction

The source spectra of earthquakes contain important
information on the earthquake source processes, namely the
seismic moment (M0), corner frequency (fc), and radiated
seismic energy (ER), which can all be easily measured from
a well-determined source spectrum. The direct phases of the
earthquake have historically been used to derive the source
spectrum (e.g., Prieto et al., 2004; Izutani, 2005; Venkatara-
man et al., 2006). However, a reliable source spectrum is dif-
ficult to obtain from the direct phases in most cases because
the amplitudes of the direct phases recorded at different sta-
tions vary significantly due to the source radiation pattern,
source directivity, site conditions, and heterogeneities along
the propagation path. Although multistation averaging can
reduce the variability of the direct wave-amplitude measure-
ments, it is still difficult to properly account for all factors
affecting the amplitudes. To circumvent this problem,

methods have been developed that use coda waves instead of
direct phases (e.g., Mayeda and Walter, 1996) because coda
waves can inherently average out unwanted path, site, and
source variability (Aki and Chouet, 1975; Rautian and Khal-
turin, 1978). Several previous studies have shown that coda
measurements are 3–4 times more stable than direct wave
measurements (e.g., Mayeda et al., 2007; Mayeda and
Malagnini, 2010). Stable coda amplitude measurements have
been used to study the magnitudes of local and regional
earthquakes (e.g., Mayeda and Walter, 1996; Mayeda et al.,
2003; Morasca et al., 2005; Mayeda et al., 2005), site effects
(e.g., Malagnini et al., 2004), seismic discrimination of
underground nuclear explosions (e.g., Murphy et al., 2009),
regional attenuation structures (e.g., Zolezzi et al., 2008;
Morasca et al., 2008), and dynamic source scaling (e.g.,
Mayeda and Malagnini, 2009; Yoo et al., 2010).

The coda amplitudes can be measured from consecutive
narrowband coda envelopes. After correcting the coda
envelope measurements for path, site, and S-to-coda transfer
functions, we can reconstruct the source spectrumof the earth-
quake. Several previous results obtained from the coda-based
method for different regions showed that empirical correc-
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tions for those factors can provide stable and reliable source
spectra (e.g., Mayeda et al., 2003; Morasca et al., 2005).

In this study, we applied the coda-based method to
derive S-wave source spectra of earthquakes occurring in the
Korean peninsula and surrounding regions. From the derived
source spectrum, we measured the seismic moment, corner
frequency, and radiated energy of the earthquakes. In addi-
tion, we investigated the scaling relations of several param-
eters (such as the corner frequency, radiated energy, and
scaled energy) versus the seismic moment. The measure-
ments of the seismic moment are important for completing
the earthquake catalog and also provide useful information
for evaluating seismic hazards in a region. The scaling rela-
tions are important for resolving whether the earthquakes
obey self-similarity or not. Self-similarity implies that large
and small earthquakes involve the same physical mechanism
(Kanamori and Anderson, 1975), whereas nonself-similarity
implies that the physical mechanism is size dependent.
Although several studies have been conducted with the aim
of resolving the problem by using various approaches (e.g.,
Kanamori et al., 1993; Singh and Ordaz, 1994; Abercrombie,
1995; Choy and Boatwright, 1995; Mayeda and Walter,
1996; McGarr, 1999; Ide and Beroza, 2001; Izutani and
Kanamori, 2001; Ide et al., 2003; Kanamori and Rivera,
2004; Prieto et al., 2004; Izutani, 2005; Mayeda et al.,
2007), a conclusive answer is still far from being established.

However, many recent studies using the stable coda-based
approaches have reported supporting evidence for the non-
self-similarity of earthquakes; our results also demonstrate
that the earthquakes that occurred in the study area followed
nonself-similarity.

Data and Methods

We analyzed 392 earthquakes (1:5< ML <6:5) that oc-
curred in and around the Korean Peninsula for the seven-year
period of 2001–2007 (Fig. 1a). Broadband waveforms
(100 samples=s) recorded by 17 seismic stations (16 STS-2
and 1 CMG-3TB seismometers) operated by the Korea Insti-
tute of Geoscience and Mineral Resources (KIGAM) and
Korea Meteorological Administration (KMA) were used
(see Fig. 1a). KIGAM and KMA routinely report the origin
time, epicenter, and network-averaged local magnitude (ML).
The origin times and event locations are necessary for further
analysis, and those parameters were basically taken from the
KIGAM catalog. However, the KMA catalog was also used
for some events that were not listed in the KIGAM catalog.

In this study, the coda-derived source spectrum method
(e.g.,Mayeda andWalter, 1996;Mayeda et al., 2003;Morasca
et al., 2005) was applied to investigate source parameters of
the earthquakes and their scaling relations. We mainly fol-
lowed the procedure developed by Mayeda et al. (2003).
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Figure 1. (a) Location map of the 392 events and 17 broadband stations used in this study. Symbol size is proportional to the
coda-derived moment magnitude of event. (b) Example of selected narrowband envelopes of the 20 January 2007 event [black solid circle
in (a)] for the 2.0–3.0 Hz band. (c) Same as (b) but for the 6.0–8.0 Hz band.
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To compute consecutive narrowband coda envelopes for
velocity seismograms in m=s, we removed the instrument
response from two horizontal components and then applied
an eighth-order and zero phase (four poles and two passes)
Butterworth filter for 16 narrow frequency bands ranging
between 0.05 and 25 Hz (see Table 1). The instrument
responses of the STS-2 and CMG-3TB sensors are flat over
the given frequency range, and the mean was removed before
band-pass filtering. For each frequency band, the narrowband
envelope was computed from the band-pass-filtered wave-
form and its Hilbert transform. We then took log10 of both
horizontal envelopes and averaged them. In this step, we
removed data if the difference in the peak amplitudes of
both horizontal components was larger than 20%. After
smoothing with a moving window, we obtained the final nar-
rowband envelope for each event–station pair. Figure 1b
shows the coda envelopes recorded at selected stations for
the 20 January 2007 event (Mw 4.6) at 2.0–3.0 and 6.0–
8.0-Hz bands. The peak amplitudes associated with direct
S or Lg phases clearly vary significantly for different stations.
On the other hand, the levels of the coda envelopes at the latter
part are almost identical. As found in other studies (e.g.,
Mayeda et al., 2007; Mayeda andMalagnini, 2010), this con-
firms that the coda waves are less sensitive to the source
radiation, path, and site effects than are direct S or Lg waves.

To measure the dimensionless coda amplitude from the
observed coda envelopes, we need a reference envelope for
each frequency band. In this study, we used a simple func-
tional form introduced by Mayeda et al (2003). This form
was developed based on the single-scattering model of
Aki (1969). However, the distance-dependent coda envelope
shape was fit empirically. Mayeda et al. (2003) demonstrated
that this form reasonably fits the shapes of both local and
regional coda envelopes. The observed coda envelope at a
given center frequency f and distance r can be modeled by

AC�t; f; r� � W0�f�S�f�P�f; r�E�t; f; r�; (1)

where W0�f� is the S-wave source amplitude, S�f� is the
term that includes both the site response and the S-to-coda
transfer function resulting from scattering, P�f; r� is the term
including the effects of geometrical spreading and attenua-
tion (both scattering and absorption), and E�t; f; r� is an
empirical synthetic envelope representing the coda envelope
shape. The units of AC�t; f; r�, W0�f�, S�f�, E�t; f; r�, and
P�f; r� are m=s, dyn·cm, 1=�dyn·cm�, m=s, and dimension-
less, respectively. E�t; f; r� can be defined by

E�t; f; r� � H

�
t � r

v�f; r�

��
t � r

v�f; r�

��γ�f;r�

× exp
�
b�f; r�

�
t � r

v�f; r�

��
; (2)

where H is the Heaviside step function, t is the time elapsed
from the event origin time in seconds, v�f; r� is the velocity
of the peak arrival in km=s, and parameters γ�f; r� and
b�f; r� control the shape of the coda envelope. The coda
shape parameters γ and b represent the amplitude decay,
which depends on the geometrical spreading and decay rate
of the coda waves due to intrinsic absorption, respectively. γ
controls the shape of the coda envelope immediately follow-
ing the direct waves, whereas b controls the slope of the
coda envelope in the latter part. Because E�t; f; r� does
not depend upon the size of the earthquake, we can use only
high-quality data (ML >3:0) with a long-lasting coda and
good signal-to-noise ratio for estimating E�t; f; r�. The esti-
mated E�t; f; r� was used to measure the dimensionless coda
amplitude of all events, including small events that were not
used for E�t; f; r� calibration. To determine E�t; f; r�, we
need to estimate v�f; r�, b�f; r�, and γ�f; r�. For each fre-
quency and event-station pair, the velocity of the main peak
can be measured in the observed coda envelope. This dataset

Table 1
Calibration Parameters for Peak Velocity and Coda Shape Parameters γ and b for 16

Narrowband Frequencies

Peak Velocity (v) Coda Shape Parameter γ Coda Shape Parameter b

Frequency (Hz) v0 v1 v2 γ0 γ1 γ2 b0 b1 b2

0.05–0.1 3.38 33.0 36.5 0.6 �40 1001 �1:470 × 10�4 0.0 0
0.1–0.2 3.28 4.0 2.5 0.3 �20 31 �2:190 × 10�4 0.0 0
0.2–0.3 3.32 14.5 8.0 0.3 �250 1001 �4:670 × 10�4 0.1 200
0.3–0.5 3.40 31.5 17.0 0.3 �270 971 �1:115 × 10�3 0.1 190
0.5–0.7 3.39 21.5 11.5 �0:2 �820 701 �1:740 × 10�3 0.0 0
0.7–1.0 3.39 13.0 7.0 0.0 �330 331 �2:396 × 10�3 0.0 0
1.0–1.5 3.39 11.0 6.0 0.2 �270 451 �3:160 × 10�3 0.0 0
1.5–2.0 3.42 20.0 10.5 0.3 �140 331 �4:315 × 10�3 0.0 0
2.0–3.0 3.42 14.5 8.0 0.3 �320 1001 �5:484 × 10�3 0.0 0
3.0–4.0 3.44 15.5 8.0 0.0 �690 971 �6:927 × 10�3 0.0 0
4.0–6.0 3.45 13.5 7.0 0.0 �620 991 �8:677 × 10�3 0.0 0
6.0–8.0 3.47 17.0 9.0 �0:1 �640 971 �9:731 × 10�3 0.3 190
8.0–10.0 3.46 16.5 8.5 �0:1 �700 1001 �1:155 × 10�2 0.1 270
10.0–15.0 3.46 21.0 11.0 �0:1 �590 921 �1:300 × 10�2 0.1 30
15.0–20.0 3.41 20.0 10.5 0.1 �100 181 �1:539 × 10�2 0.2 160
20.0–25.0 3.38 23.5 12.5 0.1 �50 71 �1:162 × 10�2 2.0 660
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was used to estimate v�f; r�, which can be represented as a
simple hyperbolic function:

v�f; r� � v0�f� �
v1�f�

v2�f� � r
; (3)

where v0, v1, and v2 can be determined by finding the best
matching v�f; r� with the observed velocities using a grid
search. A similar technique can be used for determining coda
shape parameters γ and b. However, they cannot be mea-
sured directly from the observed envelope, as is done for the
velocity of the main peak. In equations (1) and (2), we note
that only E�t; f; r� is time dependent, and it becomes infinite
at the peak arrival time (t � r=v). Because other terms such
asW0�f�, S�f�, and P�f; r� are time invariant, the amplitude
decay rate after t � r=v in the observed coda envelope
depends completely on E�t; f; r�, regardless of the absolute
value of the main peak. Therefore, we can find optimal coda
shape parameters for each frequency and event–station pair
by matching E�t; f; r�with the observed decaying rate. Here,
we calculated E�t; f; r� from 1 second after the peak arrival
to avoid a singularity. Then γ was estimated using a grid
search (0:1 ≤ γ ≤ 1:6), and bwas determined by least-square
inversion after fixing γ. The functional forms of the coda
shape parameters as a function of distance are also repre-
sented by hyperbolic forms,

γ�f; r� � γ0�f� �
γ1�f�

γ2�f� � r
(4)

and

b�f; r� � b0�f� �
b1�f�

b2�f� � r
; (5)

where γ0, γ1, γ2, b0, b1, and b2 can be found by the same
technique used for v�f; r�. All parameters defining v�f; r�,
γ�f; r�, and b�f; r� are listed in Table 1.

Once E�t; f; r� is defined, the dimensionless coda
amplitude can be easily measured by a DC shift of
log10 E�t; f; r� to match the observed coda envelope using
an L1 norm. It indicates that the dimensionless coda ampli-
tude is the difference of AC�t; f; r� and E�t; f; r� in log units,
which includes theW0�f�, P�f; r�, and S�f�. Before measur-
ing the dimensionless coda amplitude, a small amount of
time shift was allowed to remove effects due to the possible
misalignment of the observed and synthetic coda envelopes.
In this step, the maximum length of the time window for the
coda envelope was determined based on the signal-to-noise
ratio and stability condition of measurement (Mayeda et al.,
2003). Figure 2 shows an example of the coda envelopes for
the 20 January 2007 event at station SEO. The observed coda
envelope clearly varies with different frequencies, and our
simple empirical synthetic envelope fits the observation
very well.

The final value we want to obtain is W0�f�, which cor-
responds to the S-wave source amplitude at a given frequency.
To getW0�f�, we still need to correct for S�f� and P�f; r� in
the measured dimensionless coda amplitude. The correction

for P�f; r�, which is known as the path correction, was per-
formed using an empirical correction known as the extended
Street and Herrmann (ESH) correction (Morasca et al., 2008).
The path-correction term can be separated into two subterms
(e.g., Streetet al., 1975), such as geometrical spreading and
scattering attenuation, and can be represented by

P�f; r� � G�r� × exp
�
� πfr
vQ�f�

�
; (6)

where v is the phase velocity, Q�f� is the frequency-
dependent attenuation coefficient, and G�r� is the geometric
spreading term. In the ESH correction, G�r� is separately
defined for three distance ranges of r:

G�r� � r�p1 ; r < R1;

G�r� � R�p1

1 �r=R1���p1�Δp�r�=2� R1 < r < R2;

where Δp�r� � log�r=R1��p2 � p1�= log�R2=R1�;
G�r� � R�p1

1 �R2=R1���p1�Δp�r�=2��r=R2��p2 ;

r > R2;

where Δp�r� � �p2 � p1�: (7)

Here, R1 � RC=F and R2 � RC × F, where RC is the critical
distance andF is the transition factor �≥1�. To define the path-
correction term, we selected the dimensionless coda ampli-
tude data for common events only if more than 12 observa-
tions were available. The basic idea of the empirical path-
correction is to find the path-correction term that minimizes
the scatter of the distance-corrected amplitudes for each event.
For each frequency and event, we obtained p1, RC, F, and Q
using the Powell search scheme (Powell, 1964). In this step,
the long-distance spreading powerp2was fixed to 0.5, and the
phase velocity v was set to 3:5 km=s by assuming a surface
wave–like geometrical spreading at long distances (e.g.,
Malagnini et al., 2002; Ford et al., 2008). Table 2 shows the
resulting path-correction parameters for all frequency bands.
Here, we note that the derivedQ is just an empirical parameter
and that it is different from the real scattering Q representing
the scattering attenuation of the region. Figure 3 shows
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examples of path correction for the several events at the
2.0–3.0-Hz frequency band.

The final step of the calibration is to correct for S�f�
(hereafter referred to as the site correction), which includes
the S-to-coda transfer function and the relative site effects.
We used seven events (Mw >4:0), including the mainshock
of the 2005 Fukuoka sequence (Mw 6.6) and its largest after-
shock (Mw 5.4), for the site correction. The waveforms from
all events showed good signal-to-noise ratio for all frequency
bands and were well recorded by all stations used in this
study. For the site correction, predefined seismic moments
are required, and they were obtained from a previous study
(Rhie and Kim, 2010) and the F-net moment tensor catalog
(see Data and Resources).

Because we have the seismic moments of the events, the
theoretical source spectra, W0�f� � M0=�1� �f=fc�2�,
which has ω�2 spectral shape (Brune, 1970), can be calcu-
lated for the fixed apparent stress, scaling parameter ε, and
reference seismic moment using the magnitude distance and
amplitude correction algorithm, which allows for the varia-
tion of the corner frequency and apparent stress that does not
have to be self-similar (Walter and Taylor, 2001). The corner
frequency (fc) and apparent stress (σa) can be defined as

fc �
1

2π
�kσa=M0�1=3;

σa � σ0
a�M0=M

0
0�ε=�ε�3� and

k � 16π=
�
β2
S

�
R2
θϕPζ

2

α5
S

� R2
θϕS

β5
S

��
; (8)

where σ0
a andM0

0 are the apparent stress and seismic moment
of the reference event, ε represents the deviation from self-
similarity and should be a small positive number (Kanamori
and Rivera, 2004), k is a constant related to the P- and
S-wave velocities at the source (αS and βS), RθϕP and
RθϕS are the radiation pattern coefficients of P and S waves,

and ζ is the scale factor of the P- and S-wave corner frequen-
cies. Here we used values of RθϕP � 0:44; RθϕS � 0:60 from
Taylor et al. (2002); ζ � 1 from Walter and Taylor (2001);
and αS � 6000 and βS � 3500 in m=s. In this step, any re-
ference seismic moment can be used for the computation,
and we selected M0

0 � 4:0 × 1023 dyn · cm(Mw ∼ 5:0). An
arbitrary S�f� can be derived by simultaneous DC shifting
of the path-corrected amplitudes to match the theoretical
source spectra of all reference events at each frequency. The
best S�f� can be obtained by finding the apparent stress and
scaling parameter that maximize the variance reduction
between the theoretical and calibrated spectra for all refer-
ence events and frequencies. Our grid-search results showed
a clear maximum at an apparent stress of 0.91 MPa and scal-
ing parameter of 0.0 (Fig. 4a). Tables 3 and 4 contain the
parameters of S�f� for all stations derived by the grid-search
scheme. The variation in parameters for different stations
represents the relative site amplification.

Results and Discussions

The coda-derived source spectra for all events at each
station can be simultaneously calculated by tying the path-
corrected coda amplitude to an absolute scale using the S-to-
coda transfer function and relative site effects. The final
coda-derived source spectrum for each event was estimated
by averaging source spectra measured at all available sta-
tions. By doing this, we can make the source spectrum mea-
surements more stable and enhance the reliability of the
results. Because we assumed that the source spectrum can
be represented by W0�f� � M0=�1� �f=fc�2�, the seismic
moment and corner frequency of the event can be estimated
by finding the best-fitting theoretical spectrum using a grid
search over M0 and fc. For small events, the corner fre-
quency cannot be constrained by the method described pre-
viously in this paper. Therefore, we determined the corner
frequencies only for events with Mw >2:0. In contrast,

Table 2
Path-Correction Parameters for 16 Narrowband Frequencies

Frequency (Hz) p1 Critical Distance RC Transition Factor F Derived Q

0.05–0.1 0.01337 219.09174 100.98828 468.03345
0.1–0.2 0.03811 220.56635 100.99976 999.96594
0.2–0.3 0.00000 97.39362 30.28028 679.89978
0.3–0.5 0.00000 175.24126 60.76254 534.94208
0.5–0.7 0.00000 103.67843 11.62897 782.71094
0.7–1.0 0.00874 400.60110 100.99876 1000.05212
1.0–1.5 0.00669 213.78596 99.54657 724.76160
1.5–2.0 0.00023 258.97458 71.65430 757.16943
2.0–3.0 0.04680 562.35828 66.62981 685.72040
3.0–4.0 0.11647 999.87537 2.58334 681.07129
4.0–6.0 0.00000 83.24528 3.51602 954.84796
6.0–8.0 0.05662 295.40558 101.00192 1000.41565
8.0–10.0 0.10407 633.21033 1.00008 1000.54419
10.0–15.0 0.00000 660.85693 1.00150 1005.82843
15.0–20.0 0.00000 589.45587 1.01173 1008.18011
20.0–25.0 0.00000 534.58392 1.00210 1008.69666
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the seismic moment is generally sensitive to lower-frequency
spectral amplitudes, and we can measure them for all events.

The seismic moment and thus moment magnitudes
(Hanks and Kanamori, 1979) of all events considered in this
study were determined (see Fig. 1a). About 89% (348 out of
392) of the events were less than Mw 3.5, which is too small
for applying the traditional waveform inversion technique.
Figure 5a shows the comparison of the selected coda-derived

source spectra and their corresponding theoretical source
spectra. To verify our seismic moment measurements, we
compared the coda-derived moment magnitudes and those
obtained from waveform inversion (e.g., Rhie and Kim,
2010). The comparison result shows that the root mean square
(rms) error was only about 0.1 on the Mw scale between two
magnitudes obtained from different datasets (Fig. 5b).

The moment magnitude may be the best way to repre-
sent the size of an earthquake because, in theory, it is not
saturated and also has a clear physical meaning. However,
other magnitude scales such as ML, mb, and MS have their
own advantages. In particular, the local magnitude (ML) can
depict damage due to an earthquake better than moment
magnitude because the former depends strictly on the peak
amplitude at a certain frequency (∼1 Hz) that largely con-
trols the structural damage. To estimate the coda-derivedML,
we developed a simple linear relation between the calibrated
coda spectral amplitudes at certain frequencies and the ML

of the events. Two separate linear relations for network-
averaged ML catalogs published by KMA and KIGAM were
obtained as follows:

ML�coda� � 1:02488 × log10 Acoda � 18:2917 �for KMA�
ML�coda� � 0:92239 × log10 Acoda � 16:0216 �for KIGAM�

(9)

where Acoda is the spectral amplitude at the 2.0–3.0-Hz band
in dyn cm and ML�coda� denotes a coda-derived ML (Fig. 6).
Although Figure 6 shows the results for KMA, the results for
KIGAM show similar features. The standard deviations of the
difference in ML between the network-averaged ML and
ML�coda� obtained from both relations were only about 0.15;
the small standard deviations indicate that we can estimate
the corresponding network-averaged ML for future earth-
quakes by using the derived relations. However, we note that
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the small standard deviations do not guarantee that the
absolute values of ML�coda� are more reliable than the
network-averagedML. The reliability ofML�coda� completely
depends on the quality of the network ML catalog. Two ML

catalogs used in this study showed considerable discrepan-
cies for events they both catalogued. This indicates that a
more stable and reliable network-averaged ML catalog is
necessary in this region. However, we do not discuss this
issue further because it is beyond the scope of this study.
Although the reliability does not increase, the advantage
of the coda method is that a much smaller number of stations
is required to achieve the same stability as the network ML

estimation. Therefore, we numerically tested whether we can
estimate the network ML using the coda waves recorded at
only one station. We divided our dataset into two groups for
different recording periods (2001–2006 and 2007). We
derived the same linear relations presented previously in this
paper, using only the dataset for 2001–2006 and then esti-

mated ML�coda� for events occurring in 2007. The results
show that predicted ML�coda� is consistent with the reported
network-averagedML and that the maximum standard devia-
tions for the stations are quite small (σmax < 0:10).

Another important parameter that can be measured from
the coda-derived source spectrum is the radiated energy (ER).
ER represents the energy radiated through seismic waves
during the earthquake process and can be defined as a sum-
mation of the P-wave radiated energy (EP) and S-wave
radiated energy (ES). ES can be calculated by

ES � I

4π2ρβ5

Z ∞
0

jω _M�ω�j2dω; (10)

where _M�ω� is the coda-derived source spectrum and I is the
rms radiation pattern of the S wave (e.g., Mayeda and Walter,
1996; Izutani and Kanamori, 2001); it is set to 2=5. The
density (ρ) and S-wave velocity (β) at the source depth were

Table 3
Site and S-to-Coda Correction Parameters [log10 S�f�] for KMA Network Stations

Frequency (Hz) KWJ DGY DAG BUS SES SEO ULJ CHC CHJ

0.05–0.1 30.02823 30.00864 29.98222 30.04961 30.03468 30.06380 29.94613 30.02767 30.01006
0.1–0.2 29.21919 29.16546 29.16697 29.15513 29.10974 29.21628 29.11982 29.15218 29.22771
0.2–0.3 29.06297 28.97083 29.00046 29.02176 29.02834 29.02765 28.92588 29.01833 29.04368
0.3–0.5 28.77337 28.76472 28.73485 28.70856 28.76780 28.78032 28.67180 28.72212 28.80106
0.5–0.7 28.74457 28.73231 28.64996 28.65845 28.70134 28.73596 28.71896 28.61990 28.77334
0.7–1.0 28.62304 28.55101 28.43597 28.56588 28.52812 28.55958 28.63808 28.48883 28.57618
1.0–1.5 28.28227 28.26824 28.12030 28.21866 28.25876 28.24557 28.29706 28.14686 28.30637
1.5–2.0 28.27606 28.22396 28.04688 28.14968 28.21516 28.20162 28.24688 28.13849 28.27797
2.0–3.0 27.90293 27.94533 27.73703 27.77524 27.85691 27.93357 27.87848 27.83751 27.95632
3.0–4.0 27.71758 27.78124 27.57521 27.66589 27.65072 27.71436 27.69695 27.56853 27.74383
4.0–6.0 27.49667 27.70609 27.39316 27.62632 27.48554 27.59126 27.62557 27.36369 27.57724
6.0–8.0 27.22023 27.41896 27.14084 27.34986 27.19831 27.26195 27.41198 27.10961 27.33146
8.0–10.0 27.17003 27.35895 27.19838 27.33990 27.17527 27.27352 27.48915 27.11116 27.32237

10.0–15.0 26.86123 27.01794 26.99983 27.08585 26.86756 27.07495 27.34191 26.84515 27.01728
15.0–20.0 26.71308 26.76868 26.71165 26.94095 26.43155 26.80499 26.84713 26.48603 26.65692
20.0–25.0 26.20149 26.37261 26.51450 26.60291 26.02015 26.38821 26.46235 26.24849 26.39503

Table 4
Site and S-to-Coda Correction Parameters [log10 S�f�] for KIGAM Network Stations

Frequency (Hz) TJN GKP1 SNU BGD KSA HKU SND GSU

0.05 – 0.1 30.07822 30.08974 29.99058 30.06128 29.85226 29.98987 29.94449 30.07314
0.1– 0.2 29.23617 29.19090 29.11166 29.21388 29.14060 29.18567 29.18598 29.20884
0.2 – 0.3 29.01586 29.06399 28.99153 29.10882 29.06873 29.08731 29.09927 28.95837
0.3 – 0.5 28.79984 28.76340 28.75475 28.81723 28.82018 28.74208 28.81124 28.70506
0.5 – 0.7 28.76336 28.71311 28.65061 28.73720 28.78949 28.65646 28.79235 28.63965
0.7 – 1.0 28.63733 28.56244 28.51686 28.66163 28.78150 28.52036 28.67654 28.52990
1.0 – 1.5 28.29086 28.24059 28.26865 28.32595 28.47139 28.19478 28.36748 28.15752
1.5 – 2.0 28.20103 28.19811 28.18373 28.37105 28.53363 28.09502 28.32610 28.13117
2.0 – 3.0 27.86823 27.88284 27.77467 28.05165 28.15746 27.71091 28.16827 27.83712
3.0 – 4.0 27.72424 27.66203 27.59814 27.82795 28.01783 27.46190 28.00746 27.66854
4.0 – 6.0 27.61360 27.45472 27.46904 27.66208 27.82452 27.24308 27.76356 27.60309
6.0 – 8.0 27.42009 27.17418 27.17386 27.38979 27.38475 27.08139 27.55592 27.45200
8.0 – 10.0 27.36495 27.13193 27.27807 27.32221 27.05732 27.08237 27.64400 27.54553
10.0 – 15.0 27.11527 26.80442 26.79598 27.01261 26.94363 26.93993 27.55232 27.26078
15.0 – 20.0 26.81731 26.54340 26.82323 26.61877 26.84874 26.75215 27.05224 26.96216
20.0 – 25.0 26.33688 26.30730 26.60246 25.95133 26.65960 26.57983 27.13948 26.78793
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taken as 2700 kg=m3 and 3:5 km=s, respectively. The limited
frequency band used for calculating the energy can produce
incorrect measurements (Ide and Beroza, 2001). Therefore,
we compensated for the radiated energy outside of the fre-
quency band considered (e.g., Mayeda and Walter, 1996).

For ER computation, we assumed that the contribution of
the P wave (EP) was 7% of ES (Mayeda and Walter, 1996).

To investigate whether the earthquakes that occurred
in this region follow self-similarity or not, we performed a
self-similarity test (e.g., Yoo et al., 2010) and derived scaling
relationships between the estimated source parameters. We
tested whether our dataset obeys self-similarity by using a
grid-search method similar to that applied in S�f� estimation.
At this time, we used path-corrected amplitudes of all events
withMw >2:0 and coda-derived moment magnitudes to find
the best apparent stress and scaling parameter. The results
were quite different from the grid-search results for relatively
large events (Fig. 4a). Figure 4b clearly shows nonself-
similarity with a nonzero scaling parameter of ε � 0:53 (see
Fig. 4b). This indicates that our observations cannot be ex-
plained by self-similar scaling over a broad range ofmoments.

We also derived three scaling relationships: fc versus
M0, ER versus M0, and ~e versus M0, where ~e indicates
the scaled energy defined by ER=M0. If the earthquakes obey
self-similarity, the relation between fc and M0 should be
M0 ∝ f�3c (Kanamori and Anderson, 1975). However, the
relation needs to be modified to consider nonself-similarity
and M0 ∝ f��3�ε�

c was suggested by Kanamori and Rivera
(2004). The scaled energy can be interpreted as a measure
of seismic efficiency, which indicates the radiated energy
per unit area and per unit slip on the fault plane. For earth-
quakes with the same seismic moments, higher scaled energy
indicates the earthquake has a higher corner frequency and
radiates more high-frequency energy than the earthquake
with lower scaled energy. Under the self-similarity assump-
tion, the scaled energy and apparent stress (σa � μ ~e, where
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μ is rigidity) are constant and size independent because the
radiated energy is simply proportional to seismic moment
(or total slip), while those parameters are not constant for
nonself-similarity.

Figure 7 shows the relationship between seismic mo-
ments and their corresponding corner frequencies. The over-
all trend is clearly different from the trends theoretically
calculated under the self-similarity assumption for various
apparent stresses (Fig. 7). The scaling parameter ε was de-
termined by finding the best-fitting line. Because we have
only a few data points for large earthquakes (Mw >5:0),
the traditional least-square inversion reflects the trend for
small earthquakes. To reduce this effect, we provided a con-
straint where the fitting line must pass the point for the lar-
gest event. The estimated scaling parameter was 0.54, and
this value is quite similar with the previous value obtained
from the self-similarity test (see Fig. 4b). Although the over-
all trend can be explained by the simple linear relation, there
appears to be a stepwise change in apparent stress at
Mw ∼ 5:0. The apparent stress is larger and more or less con-
stant for larger events (Mw >5:0), but it becomes smaller for
smaller events (Mw <5:0). This observation is consistent
with previous studies for Chi-Chi in Taiwan (Mayeda and

Malagnini, 2009) and Wells in Nevada (Mayeda and Malag-
nini, 2010).

The scaling relation of the radiated energy versus seis-
mic moment also shows that the earthquakes are likely to
follow nonself-similarity (Fig. 8a). Because our radiated en-
ergy calculation can be biased when the observations cover a
narrow frequency range, we calculated the ratio (λ) of the
radiated energy with and without a limited frequency correc-
tion. We selected only events with λ > 0:8. This indicates
that the effect due to the limited frequency band is small.
The scaling relation derived from only the selected events
was consistent with that for all of the events. This confirms
that the limited frequency band does not distort the result.
The trend of the radiated energy versus seismic moment
shows that the increasing rate of radiated energy with in-
creasing seismic moment changes at a seismic moment of
about 1021dyn·cm (Fig. 8a). This observation is more or less
consistent with previous results obtained from different da-
tasets and methodologies (e.g., Abercrombie, 1995; Mayeda
and Walter, 1996; Kanamori and Heaton, 2000). The scaling
relation of the scaled energy versus seismic moments repre-
sents this feature more clearly (Fig. 8b). The scaling relation
of the scaled energy versus moment magnitude in the 2005
Fukuoka sequence was studied by Yoo et al. (2010) using the
coda waves recorded at regional distances with good azi-
muthal coverage. They reported that the scaled energy gra-
dually increases between Mw 4.0 and 5.0 and becomes more
or less constant atMw >5:0. However, the trend of the scaled
energy at smaller magnitudes is not well constrained due to
the lower limit of the magnitude (Mw 3.4). Our dataset in-
cludes 12 events that belong to the 2005 Fukuoka sequence.
Although we used stations with large epicentral distances,
and their azimuthal coverage is not as good as the previous
study (Yoo et al., 2010), scaling of the scaled energy for
those 12 events showed a consistent trend with the previous
estimate of the scaling relation for the sequence (Fig. 8b).
This indicates that our measurements are reliable. Many
small events analyzed in this study resulted in the scaled
energy scaling for a broad range of magnitudes (2:0< Mw <
6:6). Our results show that the scaled energy rapidly in-
creases from a seismic moment of 1019 to about 1021 dyn·cm,
but the increasing rate becomes small for events with M0

larger than 1021 dyn·cm (Mw ∼ 3:3). Because the scaled
energy is proportional to the radiated seismic energy per unit
slip and unit fault area, our observation indicates that the
efficiency of the energy radiation through seismic waves
is size dependent and varies greatly at lower magnitudes
(Mw <3:3). The change in nonself-similarity for small and
large earthquakes has been reported by previous studies
(e.g., Abercrombie, 1995;Mayeda andWalter, 1996;Morasca
et al., 2005) for different regions and datasets and can be
explained by the difference in rupture dynamics for small
and large earthquakes (e.g., Kanamori and Heaton, 2000;
Brodsky and Kanamori, 2001).
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Conclusion

We successfully transported the coda source spectrum
method to earthquakes that occurred in and around the
Korean Peninsula. Stable source spectra were derived from
coda waves after careful corrections for path and site effects.
From the derived source spectrum, we measured the seismic
moment, local magnitude, corner frequency, radiated energy,
and scaled energy. The complete Mw catalog of the earth-
quakes for 2001–2007 was reported for the first time, and
continuous measurements of Mw for future earthquakes
can be used to investigate earthquake characteristics and
potential seismic hazards in the region.

The scaling relations of the corner frequency, radiated
energy, and scaled energy, versus the seismic moment, clearly
indicate that the earthquakes follow nonself-similarity. The
scaled energy scaling indicates that large earthquakes radiate
seismic energy more efficiently than small ones. Moreover,
we found a clear change in the trend of scaled energy versus
seismic moment for small and large earthquakes. This obser-
vation is more or less consistent with previous results for dif-
ferent regions and implies that the rupture dynamics of small
and large earthquakes are different. Although many more
studies are necessary to reach a consensus, our result supports
the nonself-similarity of earthquakes.

Data and Resources

Seismograms used in this study were collected using the
networks of Korea Institute of Geoscience and Mineral
Resources (KIGAM) and Korea Meteorological Administra-
tio (KMA). KIGAM and KMA data can be obtained from the
web page at http://quake.kigam.re.kr and http://kma.go.kr,
respectively (last accessed 9 March 2011). However, permis-
sion is required to access the KIGAM data center.

For the site correction used in this paper, predefined
seismic moments were obtained in part from the F-net
moment tensor catalog (http://www.f‑net.bosai.go.jp, last
accessed May 2011).
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